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As a unique representative body of all the French specialised credit institutions and financial institutions 
which represents 285 entities, ASF contributes to an appropriate recognition of the specialised financial 
activities like equipment and real estate leasing, factoring, consumer credit and auto loans and leases, 
mutual guarantee societies which – with an outstanding of more than €220 billion in 2015 – accounts 
for about 20% of total amount of credits to the real economy in France. 
We would like to thank you for giving us the opportunity to respond to this Consultation Paper and to 
draw your attention to some facts and suggestions related to the specificities of our credit activities.  
 
 
 
Q1: Do you have any concerns around the workability of the suggested approach (e.g. data 
availability issues)?  
Q2: Do you see any significant differences between LGD and CF estimates which should be 
reflected in the approach used for the economic downturn identification?  
 
ASF share the view of the EBA that modelling downturn LGD and CF is a difficult task. Against this 
background, ASF recognises that the EBA proposal is constructive, especially in its analysis of the 
payment recovery process in case of default. We agree with the limit that is mentioned in the credit 
activity. We agree with the limit that is mentioned in the credit activity. 
 
Yet, we estimate that the proposed method suffers from its complexity. We agree with the limit that is 
mentioned in the credit activity. ty and cost. It carries the risk that the efforts to implement the approach 
in the modelling process are burdensome for uncertain results, since the correlation between the 
proposed factors and the real causes of the losses is not established. 
 
The model component approach requires eventually a heavy workload, and at the end, seems not to 
achieve more interpretable results compared to the alternative approaches. 
The objective of modeling of the two parameters LGD and CCF is different, and based on different 
starting point of observation. For instance, for residential loans, the Credit conversion factors is to be 
determined at the date of default, whereas the reality of the loss may be known only after several 
months, or even after years in case of legal procedures.  
 
Another limit is that some specialised credit activity – for instance Consumer credit activity, and 
especially in revolving credit - the downturn conditions are not specifically linked to external 
macroeconomic parameters. 
 
Q3: Is the concept of model components sufficiently clear from the RTS? Do you have 
operational concerns around the proposed model components approach?  
 
We consider that the presentation of the approach is not immediately understandable, but that the 
proposed example is relevant and brings clarity, especially for residential loans activity. It would be 
better to have other explicit examples for credit activity.  

We notice that it is specified that the model components is based on historical defaults which are not 
risk factors (input factors for non-defaulted LGD estimation). 

 

 



Q4: Do you have any concerns about the complexity around the dependency approach proposed 
for the identification of the nature of an economic downturn? Is it sufficiently operational?  
 
We consider that some elements of the proposed list of economic factors to be considered deserve to 
be more precisely defined. For instance, “default rates and credit losses from external data” seems 
difficult to collect, and the “tax benefits” impact seems difficult to model and turn into usable statistical 
data. The collection of external data concerning other institutions (for example default rates) is especially 
difficult in the case of specialised activities, that are sometimes “niche” activities.  
Furthermore, institutions need to find out additional economic factors, besides the only factor: ex. 
”consumer price index” for other retail. 
Another example of operational concern is the collection of “regional specific indexes” if it is supposed 
to be infra-national data. 
These elements should be more precisely determined in the RTS. 
 
A solution would be that the NCAs are responsible of the collection and delivery of these data. Otherwise 
it would be difficult for the institutions to justify to the supervisor that they cannot respect the RTS 
requirements. 
 
Q5: Do you agree with the proposed approach for computing the time series of the realised 
model component referring to the realisation of the model component rather than to the year of 
default?  
 
We globally agree with the proposed approach, but we underline that it would be quite difficult to 
implement due to the required length of historic. 

Q6: Do you envisage any situation where a one year duration is not suitable of capturing the 
economic downturn at the economic factor level?  
 
We consider that one year duration would be suitable. 
 
Q7: Do you have any concerns about the approach proposed for the identification of the severity 
of an economic downturn? Is it sufficiently operational?  
Q8: Do you think that more details should be included in Article 2(3) for the purposes of the 
evaluating whether sufficiently severe conditions are observed in the past?  
 
ASF consider that the proposed methodology is clear, but wish to raise the issue of the availability of 
some statistical data, especially on a 20 years historical period. For instance, on the residential loans 
market, infra-national data may not be available on such a long period. 
 
Q9: Do you think Article 6 should pin down the steps for the joint impact analysis described in 
this text box?  
 
NC 
 
Q10: Do you have any concern around the proposed approach about the identification of the 
final downturn scenario?  
 
ASF understands the approach that consists in considering the worst level in a period of 20 years for 
each economic factor. Yet, we think that a methodological issue is raised by the fact that some economic 
factors may not be correlated one to each other: they do not react to the same causes and may reach 
their worst level at different time of the period. This could lead to difficulties in determining a coherent 
final downturn scenario based on economic factors. 
The Guidelines should be more precise on this issue, and would be more efficient if some examples 
were given. 
 
 
 
 
 
Q11: Do you see any issue with the estimation of the model components for downturn periods 
which are not in the data base of the institution (e.g. in step 3 the case where the estimation of 



cure rate for 2001 is performed on the basis of the dependency assessment described in Article 
3(2)(e) and (f))?  
 
NC 
 
Q12: Do you think the same approach for the identification of the final downturn scenario 
proposed in this text box for LGD could be adopted also for the purpose of downturn CF 
estimation?  
 
NC 
 
Q13: Do you think the draft GLs should describe in more detail the downturn adjustment 
methodology?  
 
We consider that the articulation between the RTS and the Guidelines is not efficient. The definition of 
the elements to consider that are listed in the RTS, and the methodology to estimate LGD and CF given 
in the Guidelines, are directly linked. We would then recommend that the elements of the Guidelines 
are included in the RTS. According to us, this would serve the objective of reducing the variability of the 
models results. 
 
Q14: Do you think simpler alternative approaches for downturn adjustment should be 
considered in the spirit of proportionality? 
 
We consider that the Model Component approach, whereas relevant on the paper, could lead for some 
specialised activities to non-coherent results, or at least raise implementation issues in terms of 
complexity (access to data) and cost. 
Considering this risk, and according to the principle of proportionality, we would advocate for the 
possibility given to specific business models and/or risk profiles to use a simpler pertinent alternative 
approach in case it seems not possible / justified to use the Model component approach.  
For some activities, the economic downturn is not always the key parameter of a downturn LGD.  For 
instance, considering credit activities, the evolution of the legal background and external elements other 
than strictly economic may have a major impact on LGD. It would not be efficient to impose the complex 
and costly use of the Model component approach to these institutions as it is predictable that it will not 
lead to results relevant for credit risk analysis. 
We do not consider that the “Reference value” approach would be more efficient, as it is based on the 
same methodology. 
Therefore, we would support the ability to use the “Supervisory add-on” approach, but we consider that 
the proposed actualisation rates are not reasonable. They correspond more to severe stress tests than 
to a regular credit risk analysis modelling. The application of such a level of actualisation rates would 
reduce excessively the risk sensitivity of the models, denying significantly their advantages compared 
to the IRB – F or even the standardised approach. 
 
Q15: What is your view on the alternative approaches? Please provide your rationale.  
 
We would support the ability to use the “Supervisory add-on” approach, in “the spirit of proportionality”.  
But we underline the fact that this approach relies on a balanced calibration of the add-on by the 
supervisors in order to guarantee that it is determined considering the specificities of the business 
models. Otherwise it would annihilate the risk sensitivity of the internal models. 
 
Q16: Which approach are you currently using for estimating downturn LGDs? 

Some Consumer finance institutions currently perform an approach that is close to the 

supervisory add-on approach. 

 

Contact: Yves-Marie Legrand ymlegrand@asf-france.com  
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